Abstract. In order to price stock option better, it gets a new process of stock price which has a long correlation of binary tree based on classic financial random binary tree with no-arbitrage asset pricing model. We think investors drive the price of the stock and suppose that the premise of stock price which don't obey Markov column. And we price option of stuck by Matlab 7.0( a computer software). So it also gets a new pricing method on European stock call option. In this way, we can price other option better.
Introduction
Stock is a kind of securities, which is a special financial security given by joint-stock company. Meanwhile, the company can raise funds or holders can get stock dividend and bonus from it. The stock is a basic and important method for the corporation to raise funds or investor to invest. Under this circumstance, all kinds of derivative come out following stock market, such as, stocks, futures, Stock options, Among them, stock option boosts the financial market development greatly. As a result, it is long time to do research on the significance and applicability of option pricing.
The contract of option pricing is an optional product. The holder have the rights but not obligations to buy or sell the stock at the appoint price in the certain days of future.According the risk transfer principle, the holder of stock option have the advantage to sell it at the profit environment, meanwhile, the risk transfer to the seller. Hence, the buyer need pay amount of budget to the option seller. The two sides can reach a valid transaction.
So the pricing of option is a key progress. The changing of stock price have directly influence on option pricing. In order to price the option, we can make a binary tree modal in common. The theory mainly hypothesis that the stock price submit to random walk theory and Brownian motion and accord with non-arbitrage hypothesis, and the process of changing follow Markov column. It means that the stock price will present binary tree graph among option pricing period. The future stock price will increase at certain proportionality based on stock price now, and decrease at certain proportionality along with another random probability. However, according to the stock price of the real inner drive, the price of the stock is not a Markov random process. At the same time a large number of empirical results also confirmed that the stock price process is not subject to the standard Brownian motion. So this article gives a random process of stock prices which have long correlation of binary tree on the basis of the classical binary tree model and it also gets a European call option pricing method.
The Proposed Correlation Length Binary Stock Price Model
The binary asset pricing model had already proposed by Cox, Ross and Robinstein [1] and Fischer Black and Myron Scholes [2] in 1979,and it was studied more deeper in some financial books [3] [4] . Meanwhile, some scholars are also used for binary option pricing model [5] . Although traditional binomial model is simple, fast and effective, there are some problems. So there are some verifications and improvements of the binomial model by some scholars [6] [7] , and they had improved the binomial model from different angles. But they all missed the important point: binomial model is a simple the way where people look at the history of the stock for the long-term future of price correlation. It tells us that the random process of stock price is not a Markov chain, so it does not accurately reflect the movement of the stock price of stochastic processes. Because the reality of the stock price is driven directly by the investor, historical price records is an important factor which affect investors to judge the stock price, then the stock price would be brought by a variety effects pros and cons of historical price-related. So we have to consider the long-term impact on the very relevance of the historical price of the stock price. This paper is on the classical binary tree (Figure 1 is a two-step process of the classic binary random stock price.).The next presented below has proposed a long correlation stock price stochastic process models.
Firstly, there are some specific assumptions: the stock can be transaction by arbitrarily split; the rates of investment and borrowing are same, the market is frictionless, namely stock trading no difference; the random stock price has links with the stock price of historical on any time; all stock investors treat historical market prices on the future price of reading and understanding are different, but consistent is impaction.
Secondly, it constructs a new stock price model based on these assumptions. There is a stock which the risk-free interest rate is r and the volatility rate of a non-dividend stocks is  . Figure 1 is a classic two-step binomial model diagrams and figure 2 is a binary stock correlation length binary stock binomial model based on these two steps.
Fig1 Two-step diagram of a binary tree stock (1 )
The random stock prices based on Step 2 in the new model are: 
(1 )
When the number is increase, we can construct more binary tree stock price random variables, so it gets the following definition.
Definition: Suppose there is a n steps binomial model from 0 to T, and T ij is a classic stock price, so If we use a matrix represent the stock price above stochastic process. 
Lemma 3: The stock price process is a martingale process under the same risk-neutral measure. Suppose initial stock price of a non-dividend is S 0 , the strike price is K, for a period is T, the market risk-free rate is r, volatility of the European call option is  , and these amounts are constant. We can calculate the price of this European call option.
According to the definition, in order to get the option value of the options we must solve the following inequality , , 
We can get all of the solution by computer. So we can obtain the option value of a European call option price of this stock. So the price of a European call option t is
We can carry out the price of European call option in this way. In the same way, we can get the long European put stock option correlation theorem. Which is a long correlation binomial model based on the definition of European put stock option. We also can calculate European call or put option price by computer program.
The Difference between Long Correlation Binary Tree Model and Other Pricing Formula
Next we had compared some difference European bullis option pricing methods, and concluded the difference and interrelation between them. (1) The following are the proposed long-range dependence in the binomial model when 6 n  , 7 n  , 8 n  and 8 n  , the corresponding random variable (abscissa value) and probability (ordinate values). Table 2 .1 shows that the classic binary model tends to the B-S formula, and the conclusion is consistent and convergent. And the literature [8] [9] also gives the proof. But the variance of former will increase and will be larger than the latter. Because the correlation structure of the long binomial model is built on the top of a binary tree, and the special nature of construction. They make random variable factorial growth was observed data can be found in close proximity to the conclusion of the B-S formula. And we can be seen from the above chart, when n is increasing its distribution of random variables is tend distribution. Since we assume
, the convergence has weakened. The last behavioral assumptions is 8 n  , 
Summary
Suppose all investors look the same to historical stock prices on the future price of the right degree of influence weight, and investors understand the long-related contact with the historical price of the stock price are different. This paper established a long, complex process of the stock price. We have compared three model, we know that Classical binomial model and B-S formula are special cases of the long correlation binary model. So this stock option pricing model has universal significance. So it provides an important reference to other derivatives pricing.
